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SHORTER NOTES

The purpose of this department is to publish very short papers of an unusually elegant and

polished character, for which there is no other outlet.

A SHORT PROOF OF A CARDINAL INEQUALITY
INVOLVING HOMOGENEOUS SPACES

RYSZARD FRANKIEWICZ

Abstract. We give a short proof of van Douwen's theorem that \X\ < 2*^

holds for homogeneous Hausdorff spaces.

Let A" be a Hausdorff space. A it-basis for A' is a collection % of nonempty

open subsets of X such that each nonempty open subset of X contains a

member of %. The it-weight ir(X) of X is the least cardinality of a 77-basis for

X. Finally, H(X) denotes the group of all autohomeomorphisms of X. In this

note we show that the cardinality of H(X) cannot exceed 2"w. This slightly

generalizes a result due to van Douwen [vD], while our proof is much easier.

The author is grateful to Jan van Mill and Charles F. Mills for assistance in

preparing this note.

Theorem. \H(X)\ < 2"w whenever X is a Hausdorff space.

Proof. Let % be a 77-basis for X of cardinality tr(X). For each tp E H(X)

define <p*: %-><?(%) by

tp$(U) = {V E %|Fc<p[t/]}.

Clearly <p ¥=¡p implies that <p* =£ ip*. Hence

\H(X)\ < \<$(%)'*L\= (2<x~>y{X) = 2«x\       O

Corollary. If X is a homogeneous Hausdorff space then \X\ < 2^x\

Remarks. One useful application of the corollary is in proving that certain

spaces are not homogeneous. For example, if X is nowhere locally compact

and tr(X) = w, then tt(ßX - X) = a; then if AT is nonpseudocompact, \ßX

- X\ = l2" > 2U so, by the corollary, ßX - X is not homogeneous. Among

the familiar examples of such spaces are the rationals, the irrationals, and the

Sorgenfrey line. These observations are due to van Douwen [vD].
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